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March 5, 1996 · 
Marshall University 
don't forget - friday is last day to drop with a "w" 
New SGA. administration 
up for grabs in elections 
. by ALYSON WALLS 
reporter 
Following the hoopla of the na-
tional primaries, election days at 
Marshall have arrived. 
Derek Anderson, SGA business 
manager, said students may cast 
their votes for student government 
representatives today and tomor-
row in Corbly Hall, Holderby Hall, 
Twin Towers West and Memorial 
· Student Center from 8:30 a.m. to 
6:30 p.m. They must bring a valid 
· Marshall ID to vote. 
. Senate President Pro-Tempore 
N awar Shorasaid, current student 
government representatives have 
devis~d a questionnaire which will 
be available at polling places, so 
students can inake suggestions 


















tudents can vote at one of four 
locations: Corbly Hall, Holderby Hall, 
Twin Towers West and the Student 
Center. The polls will be open from 
8:30 a.m. to 6:30 p.m. Students must 
present MU ID to vote. 
Shora said another $100 in 
sweatshirts, T-shirts, hats and 
other items will be given away. 
around the stage to watch the de-
bate, but most were talking, read-
ing papers or just milling around. 
· The candidates were introduced 
by Anderson, because Ken 
Saunders, election commissioner, 
was unable to attend. They stated 
"It only takes about two minutes 
out of the day for students to vote," 
Shora said. 
Missy Young 
Andre O'Neal has been named Nubian Prince, 
one of the a_ctivities of Black History Month. 
Voters also will receive a copy of 
the yearbook, and will be able to 
register for 20 prizes, including 
Campaigning included a debate 
between the candidates in the Me-
morial Student Center. 
About 20 students gathered 
· their campaign platforms which 
were followed by questions from 
see VOTING, page 8 
Arch to. be part of new library 
by DEBRA LUCAS 
reporter 
Like a jigsaw puzzle, a part of 
Northcott Hall is being dismantled into 
pieces, numbered and will be reas-
sembled and preserved as part of the 
new library information center. 
The arch at the east end ofNorthcott 
Hall is being preserved as part of an 
agreement with the State Historical 
Preservation Office, Dr. K. Edward 
Grose,- senior vice president for opera-
tions, said. 
Grose explained that certain steps 
have to be taken before Northcott Hall 
can be demolished, because it is a 
public building that has been on cam-
pus since 1915. 
A complete documentation of the 
building was filed with the National 
Park Service with photos and a physi-
cal description, Grose said. "They 
wanted somefodicatjon that we would 
keep a part of it. The arch is the .most 
unique thing architecturally," he said. 
~c. Grose said the · arch Temoval was 
contracted to Eastern Masonry of 
Barboursville. He said Contractors will 
store the pieces until time to incorpo-
rate the arch into the new library infor-
mation center. 
The estimated cost of removal and 
storage is about $15,000 to $20,000, 
Grose said. 
Frank P. Justice Jr., interim vice 
president for development, said the 
removal is a delicate process. He said 
' .. . . ; . -~ . . ,• .. · . . 
. the arch i:> made of Terra Cotta, a 
clay, which is easily damaged. 
Grose said, "We had originally 
thought the arch was made of cut 
stone but it was Terra Cotta. They've 
been able to remove it so far." 
, Grose said because only one arch is 
being saved, if complications occur, 
contractors could.use part of the arch 
at the west end of Northcott Hall to 
replace any pieces damaged in the 
removal. 
Grose said the arch will be incorpo-
rated into the new library informa-
tion center at the west end of the 
building. He said it will not be part of 
an entrance way because there will be 
only one main entrance and it will 
fa~e the campus side. 
._ 
The identical arch at the east end of 
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Catnip, not just a cat's business 
,HAGERSTOWN, Md. (AP)- In 
the early days, catnip wasn't just a 
job for Leon Seidman; it was an 
adventure. 
He'd get up at dawn in search of 
the potent weed along railroad 
tracks, swatting at bees and wading 
through poison ivy, hedge clippers 
attached to a motorcycle battery on 
his belt . . 
"We'd go cut the stuff and put it in 
trucks and bring it back in and 
explain to the police every day it 
wasn't dope," Seidman said. 
Twenty years later, Seidman's hair 
is shorter and he no longer harvests 
the wild herb. But baggies of Cosmic 
Catnip still bear the psychedelic logo 
that appealed to hip pet owners in 
the early 1970s, when Seidman 
launched Cosmic Pet Products Inc .. to 
supplement his grad]Jate 
school stipend. 
Cosmic Pet packages 
130,000 to 140,000 
pounds of catnip anmi-
ally' for sale under 
several brand names· in 
the United States, 
Canada and Europe. 
Seidman, 52, 






of the $3 
million c~mpany, 
which they run · 
from a Hagerstown 
warehouse. 
. \I\ 't"I. 1\1.W!a 
President watches the Grammys 
NEW YORK (AP) - Hey dad - get with it! 
That was the gist of first daughter Chelsea Clinton's 
nudging to get the president to tune in to a little of the 
Grammy Awards show. 
"Chelsea joked I've missed 20 years of music and I 
need to get my head right," €linton told New1;1week in 
the March 11 issue. "I was trying to become somewhat 
less irrelevant to my own daughter and the other teen-
agers of the world." . 
Clinton conceded that he doesn't get to watch much 
television, ano his taste runs toward "specific movies or 
sporting events or news." · 
So how did he like the music? "Now I know all about 
who Seal is - is that his name? 
Wheel of Fortune goes to Atlanta 
ATLANTA (AP) - If letter-turning were a sport, 
Vanna White would be a shoo-in for a gold medal. 
It isn't, but she and.Pat Sajak plan to tape "Wheel of 
Fortune" in Atlanta this month - as the official game 
show of the Summer Olympics. 
For three days, beginning March 29, cast and crew 
will tape 14 shows from the city's famed Fox Theater, 
from a set decked out with Olympic images. Producers 
are even hoping to book some Olympic athletes as 
contestants. 
Mrs. Clinton versus Dick Vitale 
LEXINGTON (AP) - If you're keeping score, it's 
Hillary Rodham Clinton 2,000, Dick Vitale 600. That's 
how many fans lined up last month when the literary 
duo showed up at the same store, Sports Illustrated 
reports in its March 4 issue. 
She was autographing her best-seller, "It Takes a 
Village." He was signing his "Holding Court: Reflections 
on the Game I Love." The authors met briefly and 
exchanged inscribed copies. "Best Wishes, Dick. Forever 
a fan," the first lady wrote. . 
The sportscaster's inscription was: "I really respect 
any individual who faces the pressure. that you face on a 
· daily basis. I truly have great respect for you. You're 
awesome, baby." 
No more gold medals for Magic 
INGLEWOOD, Calif. (AP) - One gold medal is 
enough for Magic Johnson. 
The Los Angeles Lakers star and member of the 1992 
gold medal-winning Dream Teain took himself out of 
the running for this year 's Olympics, saying the sched-
ule is too grueling and other players deserve a chance. 
Ever since he came back, fans have been clamoring 
for the 36-year-old playmaker to be named to the next 
Olympics Dream Team. 
Why establi5h his European settlers grew for a tea to 
headquarters in this faded treat colic, fever and indigestion, and 
railroad hub in western which has an intoxicating effect on 
Maryland? Because, felines. 
Seidman said, the area The plant's leaves and white-
grows the finest catnip in spotted lavender flowers contain a 
the world. Why catnip? chemical, nepet alactone, which 
Seidman was a triggers excitement and euphoria in 
longhaired, bearded cats. 
graduate student That summer, Seidman visited a 
from Baltimore in back-to-nature farmer-friend near 
1971 with few Shepherdstown, W.Va., and found all 
possessions other the catnip he could use. 
than his cat, W.B., Word.spread among cat owners 
when a friend and, in the spirit of the times; 
suggested one day , Seidman shared his stash. 
that he treat W.B. · "I had strangers knocking on my 
to some catnip. door: 'Are you the guy with the great 
· Seidman was catnip?' So after a year of giving this 
;,_ _ _, unfamiliar with stuff away - BONG - that's how 
the herb, which the business starts." 
12 authentic. Italian entrees priced under $4. 
And unlimited free breadsticks with dine-in orders. 
1310 Third Avenue, Huntington 
' . ' . 
....... -.1.11. ...... -
Abortlo.n rates-compared 
CHARLESTON (AP) - West Virginia girls 
between 15 and 19 had 3,680 ~bortions in 1991, 
according to statistics from the Alan Guttmacher 
Institute, compared with 7,6601n Kentucky, and 
50,000 in Ohio. 
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Bob :oole drops happy hints 
I 
ATLANTA (AP) - Sen. Bob Dole, happily the fropt-
runner again after a big win in South Carolina, hin~ 
that this week's contests could seal the GOP nomina-
tion. Pat Buchanan said Monday he can beat Dole in 
key Southern contests if he can "crack Georgia open" 
in today's primary. 
With ~ight primaries today, the GOP nomination 
battle fof used Monday -on Georgia, where Buchanan 
maintained ''we are stronger" than in South Carolina, 
which saw him finish second to Dole. 
' 
Peace shaken by bombings 
\ , 
TEL AVIV, Israel (AP) - A suicide bomber blew 
himself up Monday next to a lme of people waiting at 
a cash m achine outside a downtown Tel" Aviv shop-
ping center. At least nine other people died and about 
70 were wounded, nine critically. The attack was the 
fourth suicide bombing in Israel in nine days. 
Marshall Beach Party Weekend 
at Winterplace Ski Resort! 
Due to the huge success of the special ski program offered by 
Winterplace Ski Resort, arrangements have been made for a 
s~ial Marshall Beach Party! Students, Faculty, and Staff 
wishing to take advantage of this special ski program must 
present their1collegeidentification card when purchasing lift 
tickets or renting ski equipemt for this special weekend price! 
SPECIAL PRICES: 




All Day (9 o.m. to 10 p.m.) $14.95 





All Day (8 a.m. to 10 p.m.) $14.95 


















(For example, weekday lift ticket would normally be $43.50J 
Call About Special March Events!! 
This Year Enjoy: 
• Expanded Resort Center with Stage for Live Music! 
• FREE Night Skiing with purchase of All Day Lift Ticket! 
• Longest Skiing Day in the Southeast! 
• New Double Chairlift 
• 1,300 New Rossignol and Elan Rental Skis! 
• Night Skiing Every Night until lOpm! 
• New Snowboard Park! And New Snowboard Rentals! 
e 100% Snowmaking Capacity--we cover every single 




Snow Phone: 800-258-3127 
Only Two Minutes Off 1-77 at Exit 28! 
Located 14 miles south of Beckley, West Virginia. 
I : I . 
meet legal glitch 
, . f • 
CHARLESTON, (AP,) 
- A law that will take 
effect next 1year could 
· create _problems for .a 
proposedmergerofWe~t · 
Virginia Tech into West 
Virginia · University, 
higher educatiop offi-
cials say. '. . 
. Thelawwilltak~fiway 
the U.niversity, System 
of WEJst Virginia's au-
thorit}' over budgets and 
progr,ms at community 
colleges. 
e danced with the 
idea of creating a separate 
community college system 
la5t year •.. What we ended 
up with is a mess." 
collete system last year. 
We chose not to do that," 
Hoblitzell said. "What 
we ended up with is a 
mess." 
Tt.ustees Chairman 
Joe ~arsh said all com-
munity colleges should 
· be 1.tjlder one board. 
"It's very hard to have 
a statewide system of 
community colleges · if 
you ~ave-split control," 
Marsh said. 
That system, contain- . 
ing Marshall University 
and WVU; their satel-
lite campuses and the medical 
schools, is overseen by the 
Board of Trustees. 
Therefore, even if Tech be-
comes part of the WVU sys-
tem,: its community college, 
which accounts for 40 percent 
of i~ budget, will be under the 
control of the State College Sys-
tem! 
'qiat system, containing the 
•··- John Hobl1t?ell 
8(:?.rd of Tr:.Jstees member 
Triustees see the 
WVQ-Tech merger as a 
good; r eason to change 
the system and give con-
other two- and four-year col-
leges, is overseen by the Board 
of Directors. 
"While we have the employ-
. ees on our payroll, the real pro-
i gramming and budget author-
! ity is under the Board ofDirec-
/ tors," said John Hoblitzell, a 
1 Board of Trustees member . 
/ "We danced with the idea of 
1 
C:feating a separate community 
I 
! 
trol of the community colleges 
to the Board of Trustees. 
"We're tryjngto move toward 
a concept of seamless educa-
tion," Hoblitzell said . 
The merger proposal was ap-
proved by bt>th the Board of 
Directors and the Board of 
Trustees thi5i past week. 
It now goes to the Legisla-
ture for final -approval. 
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1 TOPPING R E 
w/Breadsticks 
& 2 Cans Coke 
$8~! 
95¢ ADDITIONAL TOPPINGS 
Not valid with any other offer 
----------------
1 TOPPING 
95¢ ADDITIONAL TOPPINGS 
Not valid with any other offer .. ______________ _ 
HOURS: MON. -THURS. 11 a.m.-12:30 a.m. FRI. & SAT. 11 a.m.-1 :30 a.m. 
SUNDAY NOON - 11 :30 p.m. 
1525 NINTH AVENUE BARBOURSVILLE 
525-7222 736-7272 
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Today is a day the 
administration will 
remember .. 
Today is the day. 
Any student who has a problem with the way students 
are treated at Marshall, the way students are repre-
sented by student government or the way _student 
opinions are expressed to the administration can make 
a difference today. Go vote. It's that easy. 
see related story, page one 
We would love to see at least 3;000 students partici-
pate in the elections this week. That's not quite one-
fourth of the total student population at Marshall. 
Can you imagine what a shock it would be to the 
administration if we all came together as an entity and 
started being active instead of passive towards this 
university? 
It would scare the living crap out of quite a few of the 
people who don't want you to vote. If Marshall students 
can come together for these elections, it will send a new 
message to the administration: We will not be passive 
anymore. You will listen to what we have to say. 
And we would love to scare the crap out of them, just 
one good time. 
So please, help us pull this off. Take your ID. Stop in 
at one of the polling places. Register to win a prize. Fill 
out a questonnaire. Vote. Then, go flip through your 
copy of the r -ew yearbook. . 
Although it may not seem like it, making a difference 
on this campus is really that easy. 
The SGA has went over and above the call of duty this 
semester to make voting worthwhile. The people in 
charge of the elections are trying to give students a 
reason to want to stop and vote. 
And even if you wouldn't like to stick it to The Man one 
good time, you could get free books next s~mester. A 
chance like that is worth stopping for, right? 
·TUESDAY ______ _ 
March 5, 1998 
sParthiiROh 
volume 97 • number 78 
The Parthenon, Marshall University's newspaper, 
is published by students Tues~ay through Friday. 
The editor solely is responsible for news and edito-
rial content. · · · 
the fourth estate 
of marshall university 
since 1898 
VIW 
Raadar voices COIIC8fi1I 
. about parking 
Abo.ut the parking, I think that it is 
still a problem. I think that if they are 
going to put up a garage, we need to 
be told whether or not we will have to 
pay for it even if we don't get a spot 
there. I admit, I like to park closer 
than the stadi.um because of the cold 
weather. For those people that like 
to dart in front of you and get the 
space that you have waited for, you 
' really have some nerve. t think that 
people need to respect other people 
especially if you can tell someone 
has been there waiting. The parking 
garage should be a priority at this 
school and it should not cost any-
more than what we are already pay-
ing to have a parking permit! 
Stephanie E. Rexrode 
Culloden Junior 
Contributillll the key 
to lair treatment 
minute: interest income. May I sug-
gest that the new library give re-
ceipts when books are returned, 
and that students keep them. I think 
the Bursar and library managEQ:_ re-
sponsible for this situation should 
lose their jobs!!!!!! . 
It isn't the only beef I have with 
Marshall. (1) My loan checks were 
disbursed two or three weeks after 
the semester began, and when I 
had .a loan last fall, it was divided 
into two parts, meaning I got little 
money before midterm. (2) Anyone 
who has Work Study knows they 
won't see any money until fourweeks 
afterthey submit theirfirsttime card. 
(3) If you're locked out in the dorms 
five times in a semester, easy to do 
in Laidley because the doors lock 
automatically when closed, you must 
pay$15 even if you haven't lost your 
key. -
I am deeply considering punish-
ing Marshall by not contributing as 
an alumnus- I may only give to the 
Steve Winn Memorial, if at all. I 
would suggest that students affected 
in the above manners consider the 
same, so Marshall can be shamed 
into treating students with respect. 
Punish Marshall where it hurts-
. your contributions! Replies to 
marsh2@marshall.edu 
Never mind the new library. The Christopher Marsh 
old library always seemed to raise Hedgesville graduate student · 
Reader supports Burr/ 
. Browning campaign 
enough money. For example, the 
library accused me of losing five 
books in May, 1995. that I was sure I 
returned in April, 1995. My dad paid 
$234.95 on his Master Card on May 
31 , 1995 because my registration I am writing in defense for the 
privileges were revoked, effectively Burr/Browning team running in the 
a death sentence for a Marshall stu- SGA elections. I feel that these t\Yo 
dent. are qualified for these positions, tliey 
Of course, later I was vindicated. take0-a side that has yet to be seen 
The day after I returned for fall since I have been here. Sure, "fla-
classes, Dr. Kenneth Ambrose, and vored coffee creamers, and splin-
not the library, mind you, told me the ter-free stirrers and smoking fluts" 
books had been found- in the stacks, are somewhat meaningless to most, 
page ad~ad by C. Mark Brinkley 
she AND her partner will represent 
Marshall well. 
Angela D. Merritt 
Pennsboro, W.Va., senior 
Burr/Browmlll 
CIIIIP8ltln •t a Joke 
To the Editor, 
I am writing this letter to address 
one printed on February 29, by Chris-
topher Houvouras. Though my run-
ning mate and I have at the very least 
unconventional ideas on the proper 
execution of the political campaign, 
we are in no way running fo'r office as 
a joke. 
In my three years at Marshall, I 
have not been served in the least by 
MY student government. It has be-
come a useless shell, constantly pro-
moting insiders to frivolously bicker 
about non-issues and pie-in-the-sky 
projects that somehow always fall 
just short of completion. And when 
the chance to change thi~ cycle is 
afforded students during an elec-
tion, we are glutted with processed 
candidates and trite slogans. After 
witnessing two of these fiascoes, I 
am of the opinion they are a bigger 
but much more tragic joke than my 
campaign. 
This being said, the Burr/Brown-
ing campaign will now resume our 
quest to become the only entity on 
campus more powerful than SGA's . 
ego. 
Roger Michael Burr 
Candidate for SGA President 
Reader couldn't flnd 
dmato wrha 
I am writing in response to your 
articles about the parking garage. I 
think I have the reason that so few 
·people wrote in to voice their opin-
ion: the rest of us were too busy 
l(?Oking _tor parking spaces. 
C. Mark Brinkley--------- editor 
Chris Johnson . managing editor 
I think the officials later admitted. but to others they are small steps to 
There were also difficulties my dad bigger issues like parking, (which 
had with the Bursar in retrieving his · will ,:iot be solved any time soon) 
moneyafter I relayed this news on to and rising tutition costs, blah, blah, 
him. . blah:· .. the list goes on and on. One wells7@muvmsS.mu.wvnet.edu ~ My dad had to get-a Master Card has 'to start small and then work 
Deborah.Blair ; , . . . . , _news e_ditor 
Jennifer Hale a~sistant news editqr 
Kerri Barnhart life! editor 
Jim Sands ' ' · photo editor. 
Mist-y' L. Mackey·· student ad manager 
Pete Ruest student ad manager 
Marilyn McClure -- - ·- · aaviser 
Doug Jones ---·· advertising manager 
statement proving he had paid the . their-way up_ the ladder, because 
money. Never mind that I was inno- only when we tackle the , smal_le( · 
· ~cent and the m on~~ was _coll~cted problems can we ·soive" the bigger 
under false pretenses. By the time -problems. 
that was done, it was late Septem- -Ofi.an end note, I would like to say 
ber, and five· weeks after I sent the . that I have had the pleasure of get-
statement to library officials, finally, ting to know Browning as a p"i:frson 
3
11 
Smith Hall . five months later, in late October, throu:gh the rugby team here at 
Huntington, wv 25755 · Dad got his money back. My mom Marshall. She shows the same wis-
VOICE: (304) 696-6696 was infuriated and concluded that dom and intellegence on the field as 
FAX: (304) 696-2519 the reason Marshall held the money she does in her everyday personal-
INTERNET: parthenon@marshall.edu so long was the same reason she ity. She is a very dedicated and 
Send us 
mail! 
http://www.marshall.edu/parthenon/ h d k' d I f I th t 
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Liturgy at 11 a.m. today 
for 'voice of Marshall' -
200,000 pounds 
and still counting 
by BRIAR HARMON 
reporter 
Liturgy will be offered at Our. 
Lady of Fatima Church today 
for a retired · Marshall music 
professor who became an 
"institution" . for singing the 
school's alma mater. 
· The service will be at 11 a.m. 
for Professor Emeritus Leo V. 
lmperi, 76. He died Friday at 
his home. The Rev. Joseph L. 
Peterson will conduct the cer-
emony. Burial will follow in 
Forest Lawn Memorial Park in 
Huntµigton. 
lmperi retired from Marshall 
in May 1984, where he taught 
voice in the Department of 
Music for _32 years. He also 
served as iri.terim chairman of 
the department from 1981-a_3. 
Imperi was born May 8, 1919, 
in Grand Rapids, Mich., a son 
of the late Luciano and Frances 
lmperi. He graduated from the 
University of Michigan and 
served four years in the Army 
during WWII. After his service 
in the military, he continued 
his studies at ·columbia Uni-
versity and the American The-
ater Wing in New York City. 
During his six years in New 
York, Imperi sang profession-
ally on the radio. He apphred 
in summer stock with the Pitts-
burgh Light Opera, Marguerite 
Piazza, James Melton and 
Jackie Gleason. 
Imperi was best known as the 
semi-official singer of the na-
e was a 
wonderful person. 
He could infect a 
whole room with 
laughter . ... " 
- Dr. Donald Williams 
Chairman . Department 
o f Music 
tional anthem and alma mater. · 
at Marshall basketball and 
football games for more ihan 
25 years; ' .· ' 
. lmperi was · quoted 'in the 
Parthenon more than 10 years 
ago.as saying, "It (the tradition 
of his · singing the national 
anthem) started casually 
almost by accident in the mid-
'50s for some special occasion. 
And that was it for a few years. 
Then by the early '60s, I had 
begun buying season tickets to 
the games. It got so that I was 
there [at the games) anyway. 
It was convenient." 
Imperi's many other commu-
nity appearances included 
West Virginia Opera produc-
tions, guest conductor for the 
Musical Arts Guild choral pro-
grams, Coi.m,ty Youth Choruses 
by STEPHANIE DEITZ 
· reporter 
Marshall University is 
. 200,000 pounds lighter this 
~ year because of a recycling 




has placed bins for 
office paper and 
aluminum in ev-
ery university · 
· ~uilding. 





and many recitals. . , board. 
"He was a wonderful peraQn," 
Williams said. "He had a won- · 
derful sense ofhum~r .}le could 
infect a whole room with laugh-
ter, even if some of. the people 
there didn't know what the joke 
was about. If Leo thought it 
was funny, then ev~ryone-did." 
Williams said Imperi was one 
of the great professors of the 
Department of Music. "He was 
one of the people who built the 
department during its heyday 
in the '60s and '70s." 
Imperi is survived by his wife 
Anne Alexander Imperi, 10 
children, three sisters, one · 
brother, a brother-in-'iaw a sis-
ter-in-law, 26 grandchildren 
and /25 nieces and nephews. 
Grandsons will serve as -
pallbearers. 
Karen E. Kirtley;-
program coordinator for stu-
dent center operations and 
University Recycling Com-
mittee chairwoman;saia she 
has been committed to the 
project from the beginning. 
"I think it's a very worth-
while project," Kirtley said. 
"We've tried to make it ac-
cessible in ali buildings." 
· The University Recycling 
Committee suggests, in its 
recycling guide, many rea-
sons why students and fac-
ulty should recycle: 
1. IT SAVES SPACE: 
Landfills are quickly reach-
ing _capacity and new sites 
are hard to find. 
2. IT SAVES ENERGY: 
Recycling saves 13 to 95 per-
cent of the energy required 
to manufacture goods from 
raw material. 
,3. ITSAVES NATURAL 
RESOURCES: .. One ton of 
recycled paper saves 17 
trees, 7,000 gallons of wa-
ter, 380 gallons of oil, and 
enough energy to heat 
the average home 




six times as 




. ' 5. IT RE-
DUCES POLLU-
TION: Creating new prod-
ucts from recycled paper in-
stead of raw material re-
duces air pollution by 65 
percent and water pollution 
by 30 percent. 
6. BECAUSE THERE IS 
NO" AW A Y": Our trash ends 
up in our land, air and wa-
ter, or in living things. 
After two and a half years, 
the number of pounds 
recycled at Marshall has 
more than doubled because 
of the efforts of the students 
and faculty at the univer-
sity, according to the guide. 
Kirtley said the committee 
hopes people will continue 
the effort. 
• 




· Lack of interest may be part of dorm woes 
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MARCH 5 &6 
by JEFFREY HUNT 
reporter 
Lack of interest by residence 
hall students may be the rea-
son why money is not being 
used for materials in the dorms. 
"We are hoping students will 
• 3how more interest in the asso-
::iation," Pat Ellis, senior.resi-
:lent assistant, said of the 
Residence Hall Association. 
:RIIA). 
"Students have their own 
.. 
budgets for their specific dorm, 
and they are not utilizing it." 
This semester Holderby Hall 
received RHA representation, 
Ellis said. • 
"I think the lack of interest 
from the students was the rea-
son why we just now got the 
association in Holderby," Ellis 
said. 
"I also think it was because 
some students don't'know that 
there is an association." 
· Ellis said many students not 
The Department .of Residence Services is accepting 
applications for 
· Resident Advisors 
. Apppllcants must have achieved sophomore status (or be in 
'0t· their 2nd year of college),by Fall 1996 and have a 2.3 
, cumulative G.P.A. Compensation include.s-room and board 
~ and a small stipensf. Applications may be picked up atthe 
: front desk-Of any resi,dence hall or in the 
! . · · Residence Services Office: · . --~·-, ··•· 
. ; -~ can 69&-6208 with any questions. 
. . Deadline Is March 22, 1998. 
APARTMENTS FOR RENT 
,APPLE GROVE Apts RYAN ARMS Apts. 
MARCO ARMS Apts. 
·Now leasing for Summer and Fall! 
Close to campus! 
1 & 2 BR fur~ishe~ apartments. Parking! 
523-5615 
only do not know there is a 
Residence Hall Association, but 
they do not know what the 
asssocitation provides for them. 
"Some students didn't even 
know that the pool tables and 
table tennis sets they utilize 
are paid by the RHA," Ellis 
saicl . 
"We try to put up signs and 
posters to let students know of 
the things we sponsor. Ideallly 
we would like two people on a 
dorm door to represent their 
floor in the RHA meetings to 
get the students invlolved." 
Ellis said students need to 
' become involved. ' 
If students want something, 
they must attend meetings or 
let their resident advisors know 
wh.at they want, Ellis said. · 
~e 'want the_ students to 
prioritize wh~t they want and 
· then bring it to us for approval{' . ·, 
Ellis said . 
. "There. is really no limit on 
what the students can h.ave, .. -·, 4,. 
but many of the things stu- ~ ; ·- ,; ' 
dents request are VCR's, tel~ . ., 
visions, and pool tables." ' 
Ellis said even though-:the 
association gives the dorms 
$300 to help buy things, each 
dorm also has its own fund-
raisers. 
"The fund-raisers the dorms 
have are things like table ten-
nis tournaments-, pool tourna-
ments, and car washes," Ellis 
-said. 
·• ,;:" ...., If" \ ' o." · • 1.- "' lj;' t. <r · • a • .. .I, J> ,_ C "". - • (I _- • ~ J ,r • • 'r-i • .~ ~ • •• .. • ~ - .._ :' • -:. '"". • 
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by LORIE JACKSON 
reporter 
Women's History Month ac-
tivities for this week include 
Charlotte Pritt, gubernatorial 
candidate for governor and a 
potluck luncheon for Interna-
tional Women's Day. 
Lesley A. Epperly, Shady 
Spring graduate and assistant 
for the Women's Center, said 
Prittwillspeak2p.m. Wednes-
day in the Campus Christian 
Center. She will discuss 
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show how suwortive they are. 
Epperly also said there will 
be a potluck luncheon Friday 
at noon in the Women's Center 
for Intern-ttional Women's Day. 
"We would like international 
students and students born and 
raised here to come to the lun-
cheon, she said. 
Those attending the lun-
cheon are asked to bring a food 
dish that represents their 
culture, Epperly said. 
"This will be a time everyone 
can get to know each other and 
to share different international 
policies." 
The affair will have a very 
informal setting, she.said. Ev-
eryone is encouraged to come 
casual and ready to socialize. 
More information can be ob-
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in Huntington, still 
ONLY $9.00. 
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Alliance saves black history 
BY AUDRA JEYARAJ 
reporter 
Marshall University is playing an 
integral part in the effort to collect and 
preserve the history of blacks in West 
Virginia, according to Dr. Carl. P. 
Burrowes, executive director of the Al-
liance for the Collection, Preservation 
and Dissemination of West Virginia 
Black History. · 
Burrowes, who is also the Carter G. 
Woodson Distinguished Professor of 
Journalism and Mass Communications, 
said, "The primary goal of the alliance 
is to find the sources that are applied to 
the history of blacks in West Virginia 
and make sure they are preserved and 
then at some point, to pass it on to 
members of the public." 
Marshall has been host of the annual 
conference for the alliance since 1987, 
he said. 
"When schools were desegregated in 
Huntington, many black principals 
lost their jobs and some black school 
teachers were absorbed into the white 
school system. Records were lost when 
these black schools closed, and people 
who had gone to these schools, grad-
uated and went on to successful ca-
.. here's a tendency to devalue 
records associated with people who are 
seen as less important or not equal to 
the majority." 
reers. Some found their records· de-
stroyed when they came back foF re-
unions," he said. 
This is one reason the alliance was 
formed, he said. "Because of that legacy 
of discrimination, there's a tendency to 
devalue records associated with people 
who are seen as less important or not 
equal to the majority," Burrowes said. 
Another factor that led to the 
formation of the alliance is the number 
of West Virginians, such as Booker T. 
Washington and Carter G. Woodson, 
who have made a significant i_mpact at 
the national level, he said. 
- Or Carl P. BurrowC's 
Assoc,ate professor of Journal,sm 
:md Mass Commumcations 
"It is important to recapture that 
history and it is important to under-
stand how a state 
of this size has managed to produce a 
disproportionate number of significant 
contributors," he said. 
Dr. Alan B. Gould, executive director 
ofth91.John D~~ver Dri;11ko_ Academy_f~r 
Amencan Political Institutions and C1V1c 
Culture, said, "The older generation is 
dying off, and many historical materials 
are being thrown away by the younger 
generation. By helping us know more 
about our people and society, it strength-
ens all of us. " 
Students to vie for Bruce scholarship 
by YUMIKO ITO 
Reporter 
Juniors and seniors who 
exhibit a strong interest in 
international affairs have a 
chance to · win the Larry 
Bruce Memorial Scholar-
ship, said Dr. Clair W. Matz, 
professor of political science. 
The scholarship has been 
awarded for the past two years 
to students who have shown 
international spirit during 
their freshman and sophomore 
years as evidenced by an 
interest in a career in interna-
tional affairs, humanitarian 
service, or concern for children 
in the Third World, he said. 
The first scholarship was 
awarded to N andini Shastry 
W~rtTIH 
P·'i ~ 
of Russell, Ky. Matt Bromund 
of Burke, Va. was the recipient 
last year. 
Ken Hechler, West Virginia 
secretary of state, created the 
scholarship to perpetuate the 
spirit and ideals of Larry tlruce 
Jr., formerpresidentofthe U.S. 
Committee for UNICEF, who 
was brought up in Huntington 
and a Marshall alumnus. 
Matz said students must 
have a grade point average of 
at least 3.0 at the time of 
application. Applications must 
be accompanied by a 300 to 500 
word essay based on research 
about UNICEF or Larry Bruce 
and dedicated to perpetuating 
his spirit. More information is 
available by calling Matz at 
696-2763. 
Is it the sound of that whispery voice, or those big, intellectual words? If your professors are putting you 
to sleep, Revive with Vivarin~ Don't let fatigue get the best of you. Vivarin's$ the safe 
way to stay mentally alert, with the same caffeine as about two cups of coffee. 
so stay sharp in class. Don't sleep your way to the bottom. 
RevlVewith 
c 199sSO~!:::" 
Each table: contains 200 mg of caffeine. equal 10 about two cups of coffee. Use only as directed 
the partbenon 7 t I 1· 1 d 11 11 I r C h 6, ~1 11 8 . -
'Crack-up guy' on stage tonight 
comedian has appeared on ESPN2, MTV 
by ASHLEY J. 8LAND 
· reporter 
After trying out the jock scene and playing 
in a rock band, Greg Behrendt has found his 
calling in the spotlight ....:... making people 
laugh. 
The comedian is scheduled to appear at 
Marco's at 9: 15 p.m. today. His performan.ce, 
free to students with a valid MU ID, is being 
sponsored by Campus Entertainment Un-
limited. 
Behrendt was graduated from the Univer-
sity of Oregon with a degree in theater. "I 
took an acting class just to get out of a 
requirement," Behrendt said. 
That became a turning point in his life, he 
said. "For once I could do something I was 
good at and I didn't have to work at it. 
"I was making people crack up. That's 
what I do. I'm the crack-up guy." 
After graduating from college, Behrendt 
hooked up with two other comedians and 
formed a group known as Crash and Bum. 
Eventually, all members of the group went 
into stand-up comedy. 
"I got work really quickly," Behrendt said. 
"I was eager to learn and eager to work." 
Behrendt said he enjoys working with other 
young comedians because they are willing to 
offer. critiques and act as sounding boards. 
- "The great thing about doing comedy is 
working with my peer group - we're all 
pretty tight," B~hrendt said. 
In addition to performing at comedy clubs, 
Behrendt has served as host for the "Run-
ning of the Bulls" live from Pamplona, Spain, 
forESPN2. 
He also appeared on the Art & Entertain-
ment network's show "An Evening at the 
Comedian Greg Behrendt is set to appear 
at Marco's at 9:15 p.m. today. 
Improv," "Caroline's Comedy Hour," MTV's 
"The Half Hour Comedy Hour," Comikaze, 
"The Comedy Channel's Two Drink Mini-
mum" and "Star Search." 
While displaying a casual manner on stage, 
Behrendt also adds a little of the absurd. 
When MTV asked Behrendt what makes him 
laugh offstage, he said, "hanging out with 
friends and just cutting up." 
Behrendt also admits to having a weak-
ness for comedian Chevy Chase. 
"He makes me laugh so hard I can't stand 
it," he said. 
"I don't know why. I think he reminds me 
ofmy uncle or something." 
with your name, your degree, your m·ajor 
Come in before 
Spring Break to receive a 
FREE personalized message 
on the inside left hand side. -
1 
. ""'"''"' 
1949 Fifth Avenue 529-BOOK 
Doing all we can to be your first choice. 
Free message offer only good through March 9, 1996 
Nursing home workers '•.-. 
protest at state Capitol 
CHARLESTON (AP) -
About 1,000 nursing- home 
workers staged a noisy protest 
at the Capitol Monday over low 
staffing levels and wages. 
"We're here to tell you today 
that we're fed up and we can't 
take no more," said Teresa Ball, 
area director of the Service 
Employees International 
Union District 1199. 
"It's wrong to tell us there's 
no money for the elderly," Ball 
said. 
The union said there must 
be money available for nursing 
home workers if the Legisla-
ture and Gov. Gaston Caperton 
were using money on propos-
als such as a $25 million bond 
sale for an arts center in 
Charleston and $12.5 million 
to entice Toyota Motor Corp. 
and Frito-Lay Co. to locate 
plants in the state. 
Union members' voices ech-
oed loudly in the Rotunda area 
near the House of Delegates 
and state Senate chambers. 
They chanted slogans such as 
"no justice, no peace" and "bet-
ter staffing, better care, the 
Legislature just don't care." 
Some carried signs that read 
"40 hours a week and on wel-
fare," "Better wages, better 
staffing," and "We're tired of 
being screwed without a Kiss." 
The sign referred to House 
Finance Chairman Bob Kiss, 
D-Raleigh, whose committee 
refused to consider bills that 
would have increased worker 
pay and staffing in some nurs-
ing homes. 
Kiss said the bills arrived at 
his committee too lat e to re-
ceive consideration this ses-
·sion. 
Later, hundreds of union 
members filed into the House 
chambers and refused to leave 
when security tried to clear the 
chamber to prepare for the start 
of the day's session. Members 
chanted "hell no, we won't go." 
Among the 12 nursing homes 
* * 
involved in today's walkout was 
Mariner Health Care in Hun-
tington, where one staff mem-
ber must care for at least 15 to 
20 patients a day, some work-
ers said. 
"A lot of times, I get attached 
to a patient. But I can only 
spend 15 to 20 minutes with 
them before I have to move on," 
said Diane Harmon, a certified -
nursing assistant at Mariner. 
"By the end of the day, I feel I 
didn't do my job by taking care 
of them properly." 
The average nursing home 
aide in West Virginia earns 
about$5.61 an hour. The union 
wants that increased to at least 
$7.29 an hour. 
The union also wants to raise 
minimum staffing to one aide 
for every eight residents dur-
ing the day, one for every 10 in 
the evening and one for every 
15 at night. · 
"I think lawmakers have 
kind of ignored the problem," 
said J ennifer Tackett, a· Mari-
ner employeee. "We're all go-
ing to get old, and we're going 
to be in a nursing home if we're 
not dead already. One day, 
we're all going to be on the 
receiving end." · 
The federal Medicaid pro-
gram pays for 77 percent ofall 
nursing home patients in West 
Virginia, and demands by the 
union workers would increase 
those costs $18 million at a 
time when Medicaid is facing 
cuts, said state Health arid 
Human Resources Secretary 
Gretchen Lewis. 
The workers say what they're 
paid now is so low that they're 
forced to receive welfare help. 
"We want off food stamps," 
said Nancy Clay, another Mari-
ner employee. "We're tired of 
borrowing money from Peter 
to pay Paul, but we can't pay 
Paul back." 
Theunionrepresents 17,000 
workers in West Virginia, Ken-
tucky and Ohio. 
Wednesday, March 6th 
at 7 :30 pm Huntington Civic Arena 
. Tickets: $9,$11,$13 
VIP seating also available, no discounts on VIP seats. 
• Tickets Available at: Huntington Civic Arena Box Office 
and all TicketMaster outlets. 
• Charge by phone: (304)523-5757 Huntington 
(304)342-5757 Charleston 
• For more information please call (304)696-5990. 
• $2 discount for youths 12 and under and seniors 55 and 
over, Special Group discounts available please call 
(304 )696-5990. 
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from page one 
the audience. 
Only three senatorial candi-
dates, Aaron Nida, Shayna 
Chapman and Brandi Jacobs, 
were present, but all candi-
dates for president and vice 
president attended. 
In stating his platform, 
Shora said he would use any 
means necessary to publish 
faculty evaluations because 
"students.have a right to know 
abouttheirprofessors." · '· · 
Mike Burr, also a presiden-
tial candidate, said he resented 
people not taking him seri-
ously, even though his cam-
paign platform centers around 
vampires, coffee creamers and 
"huts for shivering smokers." 
"We are not a joke," Burr 
stated. "I think if we were, our 
opponents would not be writ-
ing -threatening letters about 
us." , 
Presidential candidate Sh-
annon Miller said his platform 
centered on giving money back 
to students. 
He plans to increase student 
organization grants from $400 
to $600, and individual stu-
dent grants from $100 to $250. 
Miller said there hasn't been 
an effective SGAsince the early 
'70s. 
1111 111rtll1n1n 
tradition of dropping the ball, 
but I plan to get the ball roll-
ing." 
Jeremy Maynard, also a 
presidential candidate, said his 
platform centered on criticaj 
concerns for all students, such 
as a daycare center and expan-
sion of the student center. 
· "We must fulfill the needs of 
· students," Maynard said. 
"If elected, we plan to have a 
' better Homecoming and 
Springfest," he said. 
After one audience me~ber 
suggested the candidates, for-
mulate a student support sys-
tem, all candidates agreed to 
get more students involved, 
they had to get things done· 
instead of arguing and playing 
politics. 
"You can advertise and pub-
licize all you want, but you 
make students listen by actu-
ally doing something for them," 
Maynard said. 
Miller added, "If you do what 
you're elected to do, and stop 
crying like a baby, then stu-
dents will get involved." 
Before the final day of voting 
[March 6), students will have 
one more chance to see the can-
didates in action. 
The last debate will take 
·place tonight at 9 p.m. in the 
glass lounge ofTTE. Anderson 
said there would be free pizza 
for those who attend. 
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"The current constitution 
and bylaws are ineffective and 
this constant shirking of re-
sponsibility has to go," he said. 
"Every year Dick Clark has the 
"I think we'll have a better 
turnout this year because so .. 
many people are running and ... '•, 
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-Many ·Course Offerings 
-Claues Begin March 26th 
-celebrating Our 60th Year . . 
*College Transfers Accepted* 
Huntington Junior College 
of Business 
Financial Aid Available For Those Who Qualify. 
Results in 3 Days! 
classifieds · 
.... IM_.· _is_.~_ij_lla_n_e_o_u_:5 __ ____,I . I For R~nt · '. I He_lp _ Wanted 
SUMMER LEADERSHIP 
TRAINING Six weeks with 
pay. Three credit hours. Call 
Major Forrest at 696-2640. 
· $35, 000 / Yea r In co me 
potential. Reading books. Toll 
Free 1-800-898-9778. Ext. R-
2317 for details. 
RESEARCH WORK or term 
papers written by professional 
librarian. Fast and efficient. 
Call1-614-532-5460. 
GOV~ FORECLOSED 
homes for pennies on $1 . 
Delinquenttax, repo's, REO.:S. 
Your area. Toll free 1-800-
898-9n8 ext. H-2317 
MONIQUE; We danced as 
one at Stars in Harrisburg, 
Penn·. You are my soul mate, 
my passion for you is 
unbridled, my longing without 
end. I lost your telephone 
number, please call me at 
(717) 579-6484. I can't stop 





SPACIOUS 4 .BR h~~~. Iv. , NATIONAL PARKS Hiring. 
room, dini_ng room', fm ~. .Positions are now available 
kitchen. W/D hook up;:Central -:. atNatlonalParks Forestsand 
heaVair, util pd. Jocateq-behirid Wildlife Preserv~s. Excellent 
Cabell Huntington hospital. benefits + bonuses! Call: 1-
$1200/montlr+ $400 DD. Call 206-971-3620 ext. N53461. 
523-5620. 
APT. for rent near MU at 1624 
13th St. Newly remodeled. 2 
BR, furnished kitchen, private 
parking, central air. Util. paid. 
$650/mo. +DD.Call 733-3537 
or 529-6616. 
APT. for rent at 1621·5tt) Ave. 
1 BR, furnished,. util paid, ·all 
electric. Very nice. $385/month ··· 
+DD.Call 523-6760. · 
STUDENT. 'needs· . . 1- ~ 
roommates to share tum: 3 
BR house n~xi to canipt.is. Ufll 
paid. Excellent-value. Rooms 
starting at $150. Call 523-
1679. 
7THAVE.APTS 16037'.thAve. 
1 and 2 BR furnished apts for 
rent summer or fall. 
Reasonable. 525-1717. 
WHEELCHAIR Avanti, Ride-
lite with left leg lift. Excellent 
condition. $350 cash firm. Call 
$1750 weekly possible 
mailing our circulars. No 
experience required. Begin 
now. For info. call 301-306-
1207. 
CRUISE SHIPS hiring $$ 
Students needed $$$+Free 
Travel (Caribbean, Europe, 
Hawaii)Seasonal/Pennanent. 
Noexp: necessary. Gde. 919-
929-4398 ext C1044. 
_$40,000/Year Income · 
potential. Horne typists/PC 
·use~. Toll FrEte 1-800-898-
9778. Ext. T-2317forlistingi 
' , 
HELP WANTEb! Want to 
· ~ork with the WILD DAWGI 
Want to wort<! Like a· wild 
·dawg. Now hiring bartenders, 
beer tub · beauties, 
waitressess, cocktail servers, 
bussers, door hosts, bar 
backs. Taking applications. 
Apply in person M-F 1 O am-2 
pm, 2nd floor, The Coal 
Exchange Building, 401 11th 
St. No phone calls. EOE. 
· , 733-:480,5.. , • •, • .,.,. ,.~ .• r ,. • .. .. .. , . . . ,. .. , .. . , .. , .. . . . . , . .. 
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Braswell makes history 
Although the Appalachian State Mountaineers 
were knocked out in the first round of the SC 
Tournament, junior guard Junior Braswell made 
quite an impression. Braswell recorded the first 
ever triple-double in league tournament play with 
17 points, 15 rebounds and 10 assists. 
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Catamounts put on dancing shoes Davidson defeats 
by MIKE TAYLOR 
staff writer 
Phil Hopkins, you and your 
Western Carolina Catamounts 
just beat heavily-favored 
Davidson in the Southern Con-
ference Championship for the 
right to play in the NCAA's, 
what are you gonna do? 
If you thought he·would say 
he's going to Disney World, 
you're way off. 
Instead, Hopkins asked bis 
girlfriend, Bronda Dedmon, if 
she would marry him. After 
she said yes, Hopkins was 
handed the tournament trophy, 
which is the first in Western 
Carolina history. 
"This a tremendous win not 
only. for the players and 
coaches, but this is a tremen-
dous win for Western Carolina 
University," said tournament 
MVP Anquell McCollum. 
The Catamounts beat David-
son 69-60 in the title game 
S~day before a crowd of 5, 
419 at the Greensboro Coli-
seum in Greensboro, N.C. 
Before Sunday's champion-
ship game, everything went 
according to plan as all of the 
top seeds won. Davidson was 
favored in the title game be-
ca use they brought an 
undefeated conference mark 
into the tournament. In their 
two tournament games, the 
Wildcats beat East Tennessee 
State and Marshall. 
Western Carolina beat Ap-
palachian State and VMI to 
reach the title game. 
Davidson jumped out to a 
11-6 lead at the 14:23 mark in 
the first half, but the Cata-
mounts took the lead at 12-11 
at the 12:35 mark ~r a layup 
by Jarvis Graham. 
The Catamounts led by 12 
twice during the first half. At 
one point in the second half, 
Western led by 17 points after 
Joe Stafford bit a three-pointer. 
Davidson fought back to tie 
the score at 49-49 with 7:38 left 
in the game, but the Cata-
mounts got back on track and 
. stopped the Davidson offense 
cold. · 
Joe Stafford made two free 
throws with 14 seconds left to 
seal the win for the Cata-
mounts. 
"We just stayed within our-
selves and played together," 
McCollum said. "This [win] is 
for the alumni, the teachers, 
and all those who didn't be-
lieve, but especially for those 
who did believe." 
Joining McCollum, who 
scored13 points in the title 
game, on the all-tournament 
team was Marshall's Jason 
Williams, Davidson's Brandon 
Williams and Quinn Harwood; 
and Appalachian State's Jun-
ior Braswell. 
Herd for third time 
by MIKE TAYLOR 
staff writer 
In college basketball, beat-
ing a teani three times in one 
season is considered to be a 
rare feat. 
That was the assignment for 
Marshall's men's team in 
Friday's quarterfinal round of 
the Southern Conference tour-
. nament in Greensboro, N.C. 
Although many wouldn't ad-
mit it, the Herd could have 
easily been the underdog even 
though it had a better record 
and had beaten the Moes twice 
this season. 
Sidney Coles blocking John 
Oliver's shot in the final sec-
ond. 
"When you play against them 
[MU], your intensity has to 
match theirs," UTC coach Mac 
McCarthy said. "We took some 
bad shots and they took some 
good shots." 
The second half belonged to 
point guard Jason Williams. 
The freshman from Belle took 
over the game in the final six 
minutes by scoring 12 of his 16 
points in the second· half. The 
Herd seemed • have a com- · 
fortable six point lead late in 
the game, but John Brown was 
called for goaltending a three 
pointer by the Moes' John 
Oliver. Williams, however 
made three offive from the foul 
line which led to Coles' block of 
UTC's final shot of the season. 
Al 1-Tou rnament · Teams 
For starters, the Herd hadn't 
won a first round tourney game 
in more than three years, and 
no one knew what Marshall 
team would show up. The one 
that plays unselfishly on of-
fense and stingy on defense, or 
the team that takes quick shots 
and isn't as intense on the de-
fensive end of the floor. To com-
plicate matters, the Moes were 
three-time defending tourna-
ment champions. 
In Saturday night's semifi-
nals, the Davidson Wildcats 
found themselves in the same 
spot the Herd was in Friday. 
The Wildcats beat the Herd by 
49 points in their first meeting 
at the Cam Henderson Center. 
The Herd played the Wildcats 
closer at their place, but lost by 
six points. Davidson completed 
the sweep of Marshall by win-
ning 92-77 in the semifinals 
and advancing to the champi-
onship Sunday afternoon. 
FIRST TEAM 
Anquell McCollum - Western Carolina (MVP) 
Brandon Williams - Davidson 
Quinn Harwood - Davidson 
Junior Braswell - Appalachian State 
Jason Williams - Marshall 
SECOND TEAM 
Chris Alpert - Davidson 
Maurice Spencer - VMI 
Brent Conley - VMI 
Joel Fleming- Western Carolina 
Kevin Kullum - Western Carolina 
The team that showed up 
. turned out to be the unselfish 
and stingy one. The Herd beat 
the Moes 82-81 thanks to 
BOWL ONE GAME 
GET ONE GAME FREE 
This offer not good on 5unday 
.,. 
Student rates of $1 Apply Monday thru Saturday 
FUNDAY RATt of 99~ per person per game on Sunday . 
Introducing AMF BOWUMG's Smart Ball Program . 
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"STILL KILUNG US SOFTLY" (video} 
Portrayal of Women 
in Advertising 
Faciliated by Dr Donnalee Cockrille, MU Dean of Students 
Marshall Women's and Returning Students Programs 
For more information and upcoming events, 
contact Women's Center Ext. 3112/ 3338, 143 Prichard Hall 
1 o··tanning 
sessions $2495 
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The game was tied at 35-35 
when the two teams went to 
the locker room at halftime. To 
that point, the Herd looked con-
fident that they could knock off 
the Wildcats, who had won 18 
straight games. 
"I thought we played well in 
the first half except for the last 
couple of minutes," Herd coach 
Billy Donovan said. "I thought 
we could win going into the 
locker room." 
In the second half, the Herd 
collapsed. Davidson went on a 
8-2 to go 43-38 to start the half. 
The Wildcats extended the lead 
to eight with 8:20 remaining. 
After Brown lost the ball, he 
committed a foul. What hap-
pened afterward changed the 
course of the game for good in 
the Wildcats' favor. 
Brown argued the foul call 
and received a technical which 
fouled him out of the game. 
Davidson made the ensuing 
two free throws which put them 
up by ten. 
- •~ The,Herd·never recovered as 
~- shotafter shot failed to find the 
~ 1:11a~k . ..Brannen also fouled out 
11 wh1cb forced the Herd to have 
:, players out <if their normal po-
~.:i sitions . ',Marshall shot just 33 
,~, perCen,t from the field in the 
~~ second-half. 
\'.; "I thought we broke down 
phys ir:ally," Donovan said . 
"Then not much you can do 
with 01 -· ; nine guys. We ran 
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Behnfeldt .best·newc·omer _ 
f 
·The Herd's Kristina Behnfeldt was named 
the SC Freshman.Qf~The-Ye,ar. Sh~ is the.. 1 : 
second consecutive Marshall pl~yer· to win thej : 
award. Last season, Natal Rosko (v,ho was ! ! 
· injured for most of the season) wori'. 
,, ll ' 11 ' 11111 '0 tll an.f.n, 10-, -. --.-u·,~.~d-8111111 1-. -m-.• -.r--c~b-5-, -, -.-•. --•. - ..... ........... .._ __ I 
,~~,, Wolllen'S ·team Comes , up a little/ Short 
) 
·. I , • ""F.~1111;:~~ =--"":T' T • bf CHRIS_ Jo,t~SON · ranted lo run ! pe_netrat!on • . • 
: managln{l (Jd1tor . play for Stephanie, but we had . , .1;, 
-·· : I a breakdown on the screen and ,· 
. ~n a game ~ing shot ,shetooktheonlyshotshecould. 
1s needed, mos~ basketball We wanted to go for two." ; ' 
teams try to get tp.e ball to the , · J Marshall lost 77-75 to Appy 
player who has tpe hot hand. 1State and gave the Mountain-
Herd point guard Stephanie teers an undefeated conferepce 
Wine, had _ little; ~rouble pen- !mark and ensured a bid tothe 




Championship against Appa- ;Robinson Sl¼id, "I'm so proud to 
lachian State. ~o with eight :be able to go to the NC¥s 
seconds left arid/ the Herd in ;with this team. Theyhavedcme 
need 1of two · poipts, it made something special this year. 
sense1 for a plaY, to be called II'his has been a very fun yedr." 
that would get \}7i'ne the ball. The Herd was one of few , 
The problem was, it didn't fool · tearr.is to even give Appy State 
the Mcmnt~ers. a bit of a scare this season. The 
Wine had to fire up a three Mountaineers had to go ixlto 
point attempt in the waning overtime on its own court ;to 
seconc;ls that was · partially qefe~t the Herd, earlier t]1is 
blocked by the Mountaineers' year. And Sunday's champioh-
Melissa Davis. , · ship game was a see-saw battle 
Herd head :coach Sarah that may have been the most 
Evans-Moore; said, "We thrilling of the entire tourna- MkeTayior 
ment. •The Marshall team has plenty of ·sad ~aces as App~lachian State begins Its ~elebratlon. The 
Mike Taylor 
Stephanie Wine (10) finished 
the tournament with 47 points 
and 18 assists. The senior 
point guard was named the 
Tournament MVP. 
Rt>binson said, "We knew· H d · · t h k" t'o M · M i I th I coming into the game that er tw_1ee this season 1ost eartbrea Ing games the ountaIneer~. ars a I was eon y 
Marshall has been a buzz saw team th~s ·season to thrraten Appy Statrs undef~ted conference rec~rd. 
1 
. . - . 
·lately. We -have so much re-+ "Honestly, what I told·them EvanE1-Mooresai~McCauley • The108poiptswerethemost 
spect for their program. Thet inthetim~outwasforwh.oever being in foul trouble was an ever scored ~n a tournament 
did a gr~at job of coming to1 got open to take the the shot," important factor in the game. game by one:team. 
gether at the right time of the Robinson said. "I didn't see any · She said McCauley, who fouled Marshall also set records for 
season." \ reason to change anything. My out with 8:49 left in the game, most three-pointers made in a 
There were 12 lead changes'; players usually make me look could have made a difference tournament ;withl8 and three-
in the first half. Marshall took' smart." down tl)e stretch. pointers ~tijm'pted in a tour-
a one point lead, 38-37, to the _ Theplayerwhotooktheshot Marshall got to 1the champi- nament with 55. 
half. · , wasHintonandshemadeit,as onship game after easily de- Wine, Behnfeldt • and 
Appalachian State came out.- _shedidthemajorityofhershots feating the Georgia Southern McCauley \'{ere all named to 
of the locker room at halftime i all day. The junior forward se- Eagles, 108-82. the all-tournament team. Wine · 
and went on a .mini run and ! cured the win for the Moun- Thel08points1erethemost was name~ the tournament 
built a 10 point lead with 13 : taineersastheHerd'sfinalplay everscoredbyoneteamina$C MVP. 
minutes left in the second half. was Wine's missed three- Tournament game. · Evans-Moore said, "I was 
But the Herd didn't give up, . pointer. Five Herd players scored pleased with our all-tourna-
and slowly began pecking away "Andriea is hard to stop once in double digits against Geor- ment selections and Stephanie 
at the 10 point margin. shegetsgoing,"Robinsonsaid. gia Southern, led by definitely deserved MVP. She 
With about two minutes left "She~can be explosive and she McCauley's 31 ' points. _played an extremely well tour-
in the game, the Herd took its . was today." Behnfeldt added 21 and':Wine nament. She is what makes us 
firstleadofthehalf, 74-73,on: Hinton finished with 26 chippedinwithl9.Sextonand go." 
a Kristin.a Behnfeldt layup. ··points and 13 rebounds. Mason each had 12. · Despite the heartbreaking 
Win~ converted one of two free - Karolina Karlqvist also scored Marshall advanced to the loss to the top ranked 
t4rows to give Marshall a two in doul:>ledigits, finishing with championship game after blow- Moutaineers, Evans-Moore 
pointleadwithl:20leftinregu- 12points. · ing out the Georgia Southern said she was extremely proud 
lation. WineledthewayfortheHerd Eagles, 108-82. · . of the team for what they ac-
Appy State's Andrei Hinton wi~ 20 points and also dished Five Herd players .scored in complished this season. 
mad a layup with less than a out five assists. Lisa Mason double figures against the "It took us a while to get our 
minute to play to tie the score provided a spark off the bench Eagles, led by McCauley's 31 young players playing well," 
at 75~ 75. After the Herd's Kristi with 16 points. Behnfeldt added points. Evans-Moore said. "We became 
Sexton missed a three-pointer, 12 points and nipe rebounds. Behnfeldt scored 21 points a very consistent and team-
the Mountaineers called a Sexton and Cindy McCauley and Wine chipped in with 19. oriented club by the end of the 
timeout to set up a play to re- each chipped in with 10 points. Sexton and Mason each added season. We now have very good 
gain the lead. Sexton also had six rebounds. 12 points. team chemistry." · 
Greensboro move adds to tournament excitement 
by C. MARK BRINKLEY 
editor 
More than 3,000 Thundering 
Herd fans made the six-hour 
trek from Huntington to 
Greensboro, N.C. during the 
weekend to take part in the 
Southern Conference 
Tournament festivities at the 
Greensboro Coliseum. 
The coliseum, lonr' time 
home for the Atlantic · ·oastal 
Conference tournamE , was a 
nice change for some 1,tns who 
have spent the last several 
years traveling to Ashville, 
N.C. to watch the game. 
"I like here much better than 
Ashville - it's cleaner, the 
city's nicer," Mike Duncan, a 
former Huntington resident 
who now lives in Colombus. "If 
they keep it (the tournament) 
here,'it'll build itself up." 
Duncan's friend, Huntington 
graduate student J ay Lewis, 
said the size of the city gavethe 
SC tournament the feel of big 
time basketball. "Ashville was 
a lot smaller - the only 
problem is there is so much 
going on down here right now 
· that the hotels were crowded," 
Lewis said. 
Much larger than Ashville, 
Greensboro offered tour-
nament visitors the luxury of a 
120-store shopping mall, a. 
plethora of restaurants and 
shops and easy access to the 
nearby factory outlet malls in 
Burlington:, N.C. 
However, t he excitement 
Greensboro had to offer didn't 
keep Lewis and Duncan away 
from the women's semifinals 
Saturday afternoon, where the 
Herd knocked off Georgia 
Southern to advance to the 
championship game Sunday. 
"We came to watch the 
tournament. Wh~nyou'redown 
here, you've got to support both 
teams," Lewis said. , "The 
women give just as much as 
the men." 
E ven members of the 
Marshall faculty were in the 
sea of green and white 
. • • - . - .-· - - -- . -· • .! . . ... . . . . .. . . - . - .- ~ ........ .... :. . ............ , ... . ,.ill. ... _ ........ , .• ;1,,. . _._ .. . . ... -s '"."'.,, .. ; ·~-- .. .. i " .. -
supporters of the Herd. 
Carol Perry, an assistant 
professor in the Community 
and Technical College, and her 
family made it just in time for 
the men's semifinal matchup 
against Davidson. 
She said they had made the 
trip to Ashville seven or eight 
times, and were much more 
impressed with the Greensboro 
facilities. "It was almost like 
playing in the Fieldhouse (in 
Huntington)," Perry said of the 
Ashville Civic Center. 
• , t t __.a._ .: C.' ' I t· • • , ,· , 11. • .. . ~ 
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Baseball team in action 
·r · The Thundering Herd•baseball .· . 
·. ·,,. • • · ·' .• .+ . 
.,, team· will play· a two-garne· home-
.~. -stand March 6 and 7 at 3 p.m. at St. 
. ·;Cloud Commons. · 
...,f'\ • • 
t h e . p a r th ~ n-o n -• 11 tu es day, mar c h.-5, ·1 9 9 6 · 
Spring isi near and ifs softball time 
trip is 'true 
test' for the 
softball team 
by DAN LONDEREE 
repot1er 
Spring break is just around 
the comer, and the Marshall 
softball team is headed foi: 
sunny Florida. 
Are the players hitting the 
beaches for fun in the sun? Not 
this team, said Coach Louie 
Berndt. 
"Every day we're practicing 
and playing," she said. "On days 
when we liave one game, we'll 
still get one practice sessic;m in. 
Our players don't have time to 
lay on the beach, and even if 
. they did, the sun physically 
drains them," she said. 
Berndt said the team is just 
happy to be playing in warm 
weather. "We 'haven't played 
in any real softball weather yet 
this-season," she said. 
The Herd leaves tomorrow 
for a game at Eastern Ken-
tucky, weather permitting. 
Marshall then travels to Tampa 
for the South Florida Tourna-
. ment where it faces the likes of 
UCLA, Michigan State and the 
University of South Florida. 
Followingthistoumamentthe Berndt said the upcoming 
Herd goes · road · trip 
north to willbeatrue 
Tall ahas- "road" expe-
see for the rience for 
F 1 or id a the team. 
State tour- " W e ' r e 
nament. loading up 
C o a c h the van for 
B er n d _t the trip to 
said, "Over EKU and 
s p r i n g _ _ then getting back in and driv-
break we'll be playing several ing all the way to Georgia," she 
top-10 and top-20 teams. Our said. 
true test lies ahead ofus." "We'll stay the night there 
Marshall posted a 4-0 record and hit the road again for the 
against Austin Peay and Ten- drive to Tampa. It's going to be _ 
nessee _Stat~ this -past week-,. _a tough trip." _ 
end. Cristy Waring pitched a ·· .. Berndt said the two Florida 
sh-qtout in the first game, artd -.tournaments consist of a tour-
~ssy Frost collected three · nament pool, where Marshall 
wins to finish the weekend. will play a certain group of 
Frost was also 11-13 at the teams. 
plate with 12 .runs batted in Marshall's performance in 
and one home run. · Carrie the pool will dete~ine it\J spot 
Hinkle was 7-13 with two sto- in the weekend single elimina-
len bases. tion tournament play that fol-
The Herd's record is 12-2, lows, she-said. 
and Coach Louie Berndt said "If you lose on Saturday, 
the early success will be the · you're out of the tournament," 
key to a good road trip. she said. 
"The level _ of competition "If you win, you keep on play-
wasn't as strong this past ing." · 
weekend, butyou always like . The spring break road trip 
a win when you can get one," lasts for two weeks. Marshall 
she said. will roll back into Huntington 
"These wi!_is have given us March 18. 
confidence, and we've had a · The Herd will play its home 
chance to move son:ie ·people opener March 26 against 
around on the field." Morehead State. 
women say goal 
is clear - nationals 
by DAN LONDEREE 
repot1er 
Marshall softball players say 
they are here for one reason -
to win. 
They also say there are other 
reasons the team, which is in 
its third ye~ of existence, has 
a Southern Conference Cham-
pionship and are currently 
ranked in the top 50 teams in 
the nation by USA Today. 
Pitcher Cristy Waring, La 
. ,Mirada, Calif., sophomore, said 
· the team is more like a group of 
friends. "This is the first team 
I've been on that all the play-
ershave been friends," she said. 
"We never seem to get down on 
each other:" 
Junior pitcher Missy Frost 
said the players do things to-
gether off the field. 
"We do a lot of things outside 
of softball and we're all 
friends:" She said the Herd has 
raised funds for championship 
rings, and this has brought the 
teani together. 
Shortstop Carrie Hinkle, 
Crown City, Ohio junior, said 
now that the rings have been 
purchased, the team wants to 
put the whole situation in the 
past. 
"Yes, we .were promised 
rings, and then we had to raise 
the money ourselves," she said. 
"But we have them now and we 
just want to get on with other 
things." '. 
Hinkle said a road trip to 
Florida over spring break is 
the key to a bid for the national 
tournament. 
"We play a lot of big teams 
down in Florida," Hinkle said. 
"Ifwe play them well and ifwe 
win a few of those games, we 
could be ranked with the top 25 
teams in the nation. That trip 
will be a major factor in the 
success of this season." 
Waring said Head Coach 
Louie Berndt is a big reason for 
the exposure and the success 
the Herd has experienced. 
"Seeing how much Coach 
Berndt has put into this pro-
gram gives me a reason to be 
proud," Waring said. "The 
locker room, the field, all-the 
other facilities - she pushed 
for all of them." 
_Hockey club looks 
to regroup the·team · Shotputter still improving 
by MEGAN DANIELS 
repot1er 
Although the-University of 
Louisville's hockey team can-
celed its two home games 
against Marshall's club, the 
campus team managed to get 
in some high-scoring action 
against the Huntington All-
Stars Thursday at the Tri-
State Ice Arena. 
Ending in an 8-8 tie, the 
game gave Marshall a chance 
to get out and play. 
"This also gave us good prac-
tice," Shane Cartmill, senior 
and club forward, said. 
Cartmill said the players are 
still trying to get businesses to 
d0~rnte money so they can put-
c:.a.se sufficient gear for the 
goalie. 
"I think businesses h ave not 
committed because they want 
tu see what kind of season we 
will ha_ve," Cartmill said. 
The team· has managed to 
play eight games without hav-
ing a definite schedule, win-
ning three, losi.J:rg four and ty-
ing one. 
Club members are pianning 
to take spring break to regroup. 
A few of the meni~rs are 
planning to talk with hockey 
teams such. as Eastern Ken-
tucky University, Wittenburg, 
Radford, Xavier, Dennison and 
West Virginia University about 
· getting a set schedule for next 
season, Cartmill explained. 
"We hope next year to have 
tryouts for the team," Cartmill 
said. 
The team does not have any 
more games scheduled this 
season unless something would 
come up over ·the break, 
Cartmill said. Until then the 
team hopes to play a couple 
more exhibition games against 
local teams, he explained. 
"Hopefully, next year we will 
have more people interested in 
playing and a set schedule." 
.... - ... , ,.,/ "'&Aen> -
she said. 
With most of her time going to school and 
athletjcs, she is forced to make some sacri-
What do shot put, 43' 11.5" and a record fices. "The biggest sacrifices are just not hav-
have in common? Beth Reck, and she is not ing free time and not getting to relax, but it's 
finished yet. _all worth it," Reck said. 
by ROBYN RISON 
repot1er . 
Reck is a junior from Belpre, Ohio, who Finding the motivation 
has been on the Marshall track team since to continue sometimes be-
she was a freshman. She grew up in a family comes a problem for Reck. 
where her brother and father were both When this happens she 
playing sports. · thinks back to last season. 
As an education major, her career plans "Last year I was down. 
are to teach at the elementary level. Al- mentally and I wasn't in 
though she does not have much free time, verygoodshape ,"shesaid. 
she said she does make time for her favorite . Her motivation has cer-
things, which include listening to music and tainly worked because she · 
playing with her young nephew. isn'tlosing much anymore. 
Reck said she looks up to her parents Shebrokethe women's record in the shot put 
because of"the way they raised us by giving earlier this season and then exceeded that 
us values and morals." When the going gets mark with a throw of 43'11.5" at the Southern 
tough Reck remembers the advice someone Conference Tournament. 
once gave her. "Never give up and always go _ "I didn't know I had broken it until my 
for whatever you want," she said. father told me lat er . It felt good, but hopefully 
But doing that can be difficult. Reck has I'll break it again next year," she said. 
found it challenging to manage her time Reck said she would definitely be an athlete 
withthe heavydemandsofpracticing,study- again if she could, but she would change one 
ing and making lesson plans. For·example, thing. 
her personal throwing coach is in Pomt "I would have gotten a throwing coach a lot 
Pleasant and she drives there several times earlier . I've only had one six months and I have -
a week. Thattakes about the entire evening, made drastic improvements," Reck said. 
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He may be out of sight, but according to Larry Joe 
Lambert he is definitely not out of mind. 
Lambert said he could see the path to stardom as a 
professional athlete when not so suddenly, his world 
went blank before his very own eyes. 
As a standout in wrestling and football at Ironton 
Higb School in Ohio, Lambert caught the eye of Ohio 
State's Woody Hayes, yet lost the use ofhis own eyes 
doing something he loved. 
At a state wrestling tournament at Marshall, Lam-· 
bert was sent crashing to the unforgiving wooden 
floor of Gullickson Hall via a blow to the head by an 
opponent's elbow. The blow only temporarily stunned 
Lambert, and he went on to win the match. 
However, as Lambert was about to find out, the 
real battle had just begun. 
When Lambert was 9, he was forced to deal with 
heartache and misery, two emotions he would come 
to know quite well during his lifetime. His father was 
burned to death in an industrial accident, an incident 
he said has drastically changed his life. 
"That's when a lot of my problems began," Lambert 
said. "I held all of my hurt inside because I did not 
have an outlet for my anger. Then in high school I had 
an outlet on the football field." 
Lambert said he felt sorry for his opposing teams 
because he used his six-foot, 185 pound frame against' 
them, taking out a lot of his emotions on the field. 
The emotional outbursts were not only confined to 
the football field, though, as Lambert found other 
activities to dull his pain. At age 12-when Lambert 
first discovered alcohol - he. began swapping his 
orange juice for gin and juice and his juice cooler 
became a beer cooler. 
At 13, Lambert's rebellion and experimentation 
still was -not complete. He quickly discovered that 
marijuana numbed the pain he had been feeling after 
his father's death. 
He started throwing himself into sports as another 
means of escape, and it proved to be a ~od plan. That 
plan, however, was cut short in the spring of 1978. 
The blow to Lambert's head suffered in Gullickson 
Hall was the beginning of a cystic growth on the 
brain, an injury that would eventually lead to blind-
ness. 
The blindness was not a sudden occurrence, and a 
misdiagnosis allowed Lambert to receive a few 
fastballs to the head while playing little league base-
ball. 
"I would come to the plate and not be able to see 
anything but a blurry spot in front of my left eye. So 
I just closed it and played with one eye," Lambert 
said. "Amazingly I still had a .550 batting average." 
Week by week the physical pain Lambert now felt 
got worse, yet he continued as part of the starting 
lineup for the football team. Lambert • admits he 
should not have been playing then because he could 
only .see out the corners of his eyes. 
Clashing heads with opponents was now the "drug" 
Lambert craved. But he soon began losing that "drug" 
as he lost his ability to grip, and his coaches began 
suspecting things were not well with him. 
Lambert said, "In my last game, my vision was so 
bad that I went to the wrong huddle because I could 
not see the players. In the warm-ups for the next 
game I simply fell over on the way to the field and my 
coach told me that it was all over . 
"The walk back to the locker room was the longest 
500 yards of my life, but at the same time I felt an 
incredible pain," he said. "I felt a huge relief because 
it was finally all over." 
While all of these event.c; were going on, Lambert 
. , 
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· Top 20 Marshall Web sites -
did your favorites make it? 
The top 20 World Wide Web sites at Marshall may include 
some of your favorites. If you've never used these sites or if 
you're among the most practiced of users, check out this list. 
Learn the hits and misses of all the favorite sites. 
friday In Life! 
was still using drugs because he said he "was running 
away from God," but he still managed to graduate in 
1981. He said he began using heavier drugs and got 
hooked on cocaine during the mid-"80s. 
"I suffered an overdose and nearly died, but I 
remember as I was laying in the hospital bed asking 
not to be taken just yet," Lambert said. "I went 
through secular rehabilitation but it did not work for 
me because I became addicted to Xanex tablets." 
Lambert said "I would rather hide behind the 
drugs than face reality. Eventually I realized that my 
way of life was not working and that it was falling 
apart. There had to be a bigger picture. I began to 
realize that this is a short life and I wanted mine to 
be productive." 
"I decided to recommit my faith in May 1994 and 
amazing things· have happened to me since," Lam-
bert said. He has been free of drugs and alcohol for 
one year and nine months and insists all the depres-
. sion he previously felt has melted away. 
Lambert said he has always had fairly keen guitar 
· playing talents, and he used to use that talent to meet 
girls. Since recommitting his faith, that talent has 
enabled 'him in writing 50 Christian Rock songs. 
Lambert said the most important thing to him now 
is reaching out to people in the college environment. 
He said he attended Ohio University in Athens in the 
early '80s, majoring in clinical psychology, but even-
tually flunked out because he was so hooked on drugs 
and alcohol. 
He said he understands the pressures. of college, 
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and he attempts to reach out to that audience through 
a ministry organization he has founded, Flying with 
the Spirits Ministries. After founding the ministry, it 
took him three months to put together an outdoor 
Christian Rock Festival in Ironton. Along with Lam-
bert, the festival featured a choir and three Christ.ian 
Rock bands. 
"The purpose of the ministry is to sho',V people that 
they can overcome," Lambert said. "People can't tell 
me thatl don't know how they feel when their father 
dies or what it is like to be hooked on drugs. I tell them 
that I know because I have been there," he said. 
The Huntington resident has spoken to students at 
high schools and would like his ministry to be based 
on a very personal level. He would like to talk to 
people hooked on drugs to let them know there is a 
way to beat the odds. 
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